MSP CASE STUDY
PRIVILEGED ACCESS MANAGEMENT

Managed Service Provider
Managing customer credentials and securely connecting
with more than 200,000 endpoints was a critical challenge.
With the OverWatchID Privileged Access Management (PAM) in place a Managed
Service Provider saved valuable time by authenticating users, retrieving the necessary
credentials and establishing secure connections.

Headquartered in North America, this managed service provider (MSP)
employs more than 850 architects, developers, analysts, data scientists
and engineers and manages over 200,000 assets for over 500 customers.
To proactively monitor and manage their customers’ environments, this
MSP regularly connects into their customers’ systems remotely. This has
historically presented challenges around both connectivity and
credentialing. Customers mandate a wide range of connectivity methods,
including IP Sec, customer/client VPN, jump host servers, and SSL.
Customers also typically issue more than 20 unique credentials for each
service type to support 24x7 coverage. Often times, customers have
engaged with this MSP for many differnt services, compounding
connection and credential management overhead.

“

We used a password management application as
a vault for managing credentials, as well as other
credential stores. This was neither consistent or
efficient for customers.
MSP, Chief Information Security Officer
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BUSINESS CHALLENGE
Security - Credentials were not effectively
secured, leaving the MSP and customers
vulnerable.
Compliance - Users dumped shared
passwords as needed into a password
management application but there was no
cohesiveness to truly understand who had
access to what and when credentials had been
used. Compliance marks were being missed.
Reporting - Because their analysts had to use
so many different methods to connect to
clients, it proved difficult to provide any real
reporting or accountability audits. Building an
audit or report meant pulling logs from half a
dozen different systems.
Credential management - A customer might
provision 30 accounts, some of which ended
up expiring before initial passwords could be
changed. This added overhead for both
customer and MSP.
Inefficiency - For their engineers, it took too
much time to research how to connect to a
particular customer, often up to 10 minutes.
With engineers switching between 5-10
customers in any given day, hours were being
wasted.
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The Solution

Analyst Productivity

The OverWatchID identity security platform comprises
Identity and Access Management (single sign-on,
password vaulting, secure VPN), MultiFactor
Authentication, Privileged Access Management, and
Cloud Access Security Brokering. Purpose built for
service provider environments, the platform is fully
multi-tenant and requires no hardware or gateways.
Deployment is a simple software agent distribution,
and onboarding of target systems is fully automated
via orchestration.

In addition to improving security, use of the
OverWatchID platform has reduced costs by eliminating
the connection inefficiency that used to plague their
analysts. Analyst productivity has improved, decreasing
swivel connection time to mere seconds and eliminating
the problem of expired or misplaced credentials.

True Multi-Tenancy
OverWatchID is the only true multi-tenant PAM solution
on the market. This is a critical feature for MSPs, who
need to keep client credentials and data completely
segregated from one another while analysts move back
and forth between client environments.
Credential Management and Obfuscation
The MSP analysts now log into the OverWatchID
Privileged Access Management front end, which
manages all credentials and brokers connections to
client systems. Analysts no longer have to remember
myriad user IDs, passwords, or connection methods.
More importantly, their credentials are obfuscated and
rotated in the target systems, so no longer vulnerable
to out of band or unauthorized usage.
Regulatory Compliance
The PAM system provides full session recording and
audit trails, improving compliance with regulatory
standards including ISO 27001. Reporting for audits or
customer reviews is a simple click away.
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“

Our customers really like to hear
that their credentials are
compartmentalized. With role
based access, only DBAs who
service a given customer can see
their passwords.
MSP, Chief Information Security Officer

”

About OverWatchID
OverWatchID leverages more than 20 years of enterprise
development experience in identity security and delivers
a feature-rich platform that comprises privileged access
management (PAM), single sign-on (SSO), multi-factor
authentication (MFA), and cloud access security brokering
(CASB). OverWatchID’s patent-pending technology
provides an assurance of security efficacy far beyond
legacy PAM systems, and its rapid, frictionless
deployment reduces subscription, implementation and
administration costs by up to 80 percent. OverWatchID is
headquartered in Denver, Colorado.
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